MAGIC CARPET
INTERACTIVE FLOOR SYSTEM

What is it?
The Mobile Magic Carpet is a highly engaging product that stimulates the
senses, getting people actively involved and entertained.

High brightness content is projected onto any surface, creating a fully
interactive space. This could be the floor, a patient in bed, a table or
wheelchair tray.

Then the projected image instantly reacts to movement on the surface
with cause and effect.

Where is it used?
The Mobile Magic Carpet is deployed in a wide variety of environments around

the world, from sensory rooms to waiting rooms, across all types of education, from
medical rehabilitation to retail, corporate and live events.

Education

Plug and play
The Mobile Magic Carpet is a plug and play, straight out of
the box solution that is simple to use and quick to set up.

Featuring 500 pre-loaded apps, and app-builder software

to create your own content from the simple to use templates.
The Mobile Magic Carpet can be controlled via iOS or

Android on your own device, or via the wireless keyboard
that is supplied.

The Mobile Magic Carpet creates a unique environment where entertainment,
engagement, activity and learning fuse into one - creating an amazing,

engaging experience. Teachers love how quickly the students become involved.
The app-builder encourages creativity, developing your own content.

The Mobile Magic Carpet instantly engages children and compliments traditional
techniques. Create your own maths apps, English literature quizzes and science

work. Explore the countries of the world and upload video content. Or test student
comprehension after a library reading by creating your own book quiz.

Students with Special Educational Needs are able to engage with the

apps instantly, quickly exploring the stimulating world of the Magic Carpet.
The system is fully compatible with Tobii eye gaze devices.

One Magic Carpet.

Countless magical experiences.
Medical
The Mobile Magic Carpet has a proven track record in increasing activity for patients

undergoing rehabilitation, encouraging them to become more active...without even noticing.
It works on so many levels.

Memory games and brain training apps help to stimulate the cognitive and

memory functions of the brain. These are proven to strengthen the users attention
span and improve problem solving skills, ideal in the treatment of Alzheimer’s
and Dementia.

A simple example - upload a photo album on to the Magic Carpet, creating

a meaningful record of happy moments that trigger warm and loving memories.

You can do this, quickly and easily through a number of the built-in apps - creating
a chronological timeline, adding people and places to enhance the exercise.

Time flies when you’re having fun! Entertain children in waiting rooms with engaging

challenges or even a game of football. The app-scheduler allows you to programme
a start time and determine the running-order for specific apps, allocating lengths
of time for different activities and powering off at the end of the day.

Retail, Corporate and Live Events
Use the Mobile Magic Carpet to bring engagement to your branding message.

It’s easy to create your own content and brand it, using the built-in apps. Scale
the image size from 1 to 10m2 using the electric height adjustment, the image

and interactive functions will automatically re-calibrate. The mobility of the unit

really comes into it’s own as you can quickly relocate to the busy footfall areas.
The Mobile Magic Carpet creates fun, modern engagement through games that can be

orientated around your logo, your new products or a concept. The possibilities are endless.

Reviews
“With Magic Carpet the children have fun and don’t

realise they are learning, and ultimately when children

are relaxed and having fun and not realising they’re
learning, you’ve hit the money!”

Emma Maltby, Head Teacher, St Mary the Virgin Primary

“The Magic Carpet is amazing technology, what
you can do with it is brilliant.”
Christine Lea, Play Specialist,
Helen and Douglas House

“A fantastic sensory learning tool that has the
“It has brought out so much out of our learners, their

imagination just runs absolutely wild. It’s just been

capacity to engage our residents and is suitable
for any ability.

absolutely amazing; I would say that any school

The system projects interactive games and images

Karen Bratchell,

by moving on or over the projected image”

that wanted to get a Magic Carpet - go for it!”

that our service users can play with and control simply

St. Josephs Specialist School & College

PM, Area Manager, Sussex Health Care

Features - at a glance
FREE app builder software - comes installed with 500 free apps and 35 templates
to create your own content. The app builder allows engaging content to be
quickly and easily created. No imagination? No problem. You have access to over
5,000 media assets already loaded onto the system.
Height adjustable - 400mm of electronic, vertical height
adjustment allows you to tailor the position and size of
the projection to your needs up to a maximum of 3.6 x 2.8m,
minimum size 1m. The image and interactions automatically
recalibrate during resizing.
Floors and more - there are lots of places you can use
the Magic Carpet, the height adjustment and an ease
of maneuver make it perfect for tables, beds, wheelchair
trays and more.
Multiple input methods - supports gesture, Tobii eye
gaze devices, iOS, Android, mouse and touch.
Bright idea - the 4000 lumens projector lamp is incredibly bright, providing clarity
in the most demanding environments. The lamp also has easy access, providing
a low maintenance solution.
Sound and vision - a powerful amp and built-in speakers provide audio
accompaniments, bringing the projections to life and enhancing the experience.
Stand alone - the built-in wireless access point
provides a direct connection to the unit without the
need to be online.
Available in a range of colours.
Warranty and service - the Magic Carpet comes with a 12 month return to base
warranty. We also offer installation, SLA’s and training should you require it.
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